
I enclose some background information and an example of a site design brief which Katie provided for 
us a long time ago. 
 
On housing numbers / housing mix our primary evidence is the housing needs assessment and 
Amanda Madden's associated advice. 
 
http://plan.rudbyparishcouncil.org.uk/wp/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Hutton-Rudby-2018-HNS-
Report.pdf 
 
For a 25 homes development the whole of the promoted site between Paddocks End and Langbaurgh 
will not be needed, and consultation evidence from March 2018 was clear that preferences were for 
access to be from the North and that there was support for a footpath linking to Langbaurgh but not 
for a link road.  Details can be found here: 
 
http://plan.rudbyparishcouncil.org.uk/wp/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/NP-March-Consultation-
Results-V1-2018_04_03-1.pdf 
 
http://plan.rudbyparishcouncil.org.uk/wp/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/March-workshop-analysis-Final-
Responses-Published.pdf 
 
The consultation also showed support for some public open space (probably near the Gill) 
 
We should also clarify whether the field access near the SPAR is under the control of the site 
promoter as that would give the best pedestrian access to the SPAR and Village Green, and we 
should explore whether it would be possible to improve the PRoW to the rear of Paddocks End which 
is narrow and enclosed. 
 
An appropriate density for the required housing mix / type (mostly small homes and bungalows) and 
allowing for some open space would probably be in the range of 15 to 20 dwellings per hectare (i.e. a 
site size of around 1.5 Ha from a total site of 6.9 Ha.).  Paddocks End is around 25 dph. 
 
The site promoter has in the past provided some indicative layouts and has stated that they will 
access the site through Paddocks End - the arrangement needs to be clarified/confirmed to 
demonstrate that the site is deliverable.  Option E in the promoter's presentation (see below) is 
probably in the right sort of location given the consultation evidence and requirements. 
 
http://plan.rudbyparishcouncil.org.uk/wp/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Andrew-Moss-Presentation.pdf 
 
What I would like to do within the agenda item on Monday's meeting is to discuss/agree on our 
objectives/requirements for the site (mostly based on the information linked to this email) so that 
shortly after the meeting we can send these to the promoter.  The promoter's response should include 
an indicative layout  based on our objectives/requirements and clarify / provide evidence on key 
issues like access 
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